2006 honda pilot trailer hitch

Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your
hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating,
compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system
rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of
the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to
upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch
system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the
condition of your Tow Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this
alert. If you are planning to tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the
condition of your tow vehicle. Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles,
depending upon their condition. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert.
Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our service. Your
opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of your recent
experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to complete.
In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your home, you
may see additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes,
We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer Hitches Install a trailer hitch on your car,
truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Year Choose Make Choose Model
Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted.
Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system rating Your hitch system is only as strong as its
lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be
found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find your hitch ball rating on the
top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating The rating for your ball mount
is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. We've
got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install at a U-Haul Ship products to
me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Account Sign In. Rate Experience. Vehicle
Specific. Trailer Hitch Part No. This Part Fits Honda Pilot , - This Part Fits Honda Odyssey These systems require additional parts. Refer to your Owners Manual. This Part Fits Honda
Ridgeline - With the full towing package, the Class I hitch tows up to 1, pounds gross trailer
weight Receiver-style design accommodates a variety of trailer coupler designs Includes draw
bar, retaining pin and clip Custom design mounts directly to vehicle frame for optimum
performance, strength and security. This Part Fits Honda Pilot - Trailer Hitch accessory required
for towing. All Trailer Hitch accessories are sold separately. Refer to the Owners Manual for
more details on towing. Cannot be installed with Lower Trim Rear. This Part Fits Honda
Passport Trailer Hitch Touring Part No. Haul up to 1, lbs Receiver-style design accommodates a
variety of coupler designs Includes draw bar, retaining pin, and clip Requires Trailer Hitch
Harness. Check Owners Manual for vehicle towing capacity and more details. Trailer Hitch Ball
sold separately. Related Honda Accessories Honda Tent. The trailer hitch is the connection
between your Honda and your trailer. With trailer hitch, you have more space to transport your
product or stuff. Check the load capacity before you start driving, safety comes first. Trailer
Hitch: Every trailer hitch's load capacity varies from one to another one. Usually, you can haul
trailers weighing up to lbs with the V6 engine, and lbs with an L4 engine and the Honda Towing
Package. Trailer Hitch and Hitch Ball: The trailer hitch and hitch ball increase your cargo
options with a towing hitch. Class I hitch tows up to pounds gross trailer weight. The
receiver-style design accommodates a variety of trailer coupler designs. The package includes
draw bar, retaining pin and clip. Trailer Hitch Kit: The haul loads weighing up to lbs with the
trailer hitch and trailer hitch ball. Class II trailer hitch mounts directly to the frame for optimum
performance, strength and security. The package includes draw bar, retaining pin, and retaining
clip. We have a finely designed website interface, everything is in its places, such as image, part
number, and price. We offer VIN decode to check the fitment. Also, we have a fast and secure
checkout method for you to place the order. Featured Honda Trailer Hitch. Our Customers
Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. Skip to main content of results for "Honda Pilot
Trailer Hitch". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From
Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Filter results by your
vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new
vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 2 left in stock more on the way. FREE Shipping. Get it as
soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Click to see price. Only 2 left in stock order soon. Get it Tue, Mar 2 - Fri, Mar 5. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Only 6 left in stock order soon. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Lowest price in 30 days. Usually ships within 1 to 2
months. Related searches. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering

menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Whatever your task at hand -whether it's launching that boat before daybreak, setting up your camper before the rush or
getting a final load to the dump before close -- CURT class 3 trailer hitches offer the strength
needed for serious towing. They make it easy to hitch up and Bring It, offering a vehicle-specific
fit and the weight capacity to handle a variety of trailers. Custom class 3 hitches are the most
common type of receiver hitch for pickup trucks and SUVs. Because of their weight range, they
are also found on full-size cars, crossovers and minivans. Each custom-fit class 3 hitch
package is made for vehicle-specific mounting. This particular kit fits certain years of the Acura
MDX and Honda Pilot see application info to verify vehicle compatibility. It provides a weight
carrying capacity of 3, lbs. GTW and lbs. It is also compatible with a weight distribution hitch for
level towing and a rating of 5, lbs. WD and lbs. Each class 3 hitch has a 2" receiver tube and is
tested in accordance with SAE J for safety. To ensure that CURT class 3 receiver hitches have
what it takes for serious trailering, they are designed using a hands-on approach and are
constructed with rugged, high-strength steel and precise welding. We also protect our class 3
hitches in a co-cured finish of liquid A-coat and black powder coat for superior resistance to
rust, chipping and UV damage. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a
complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of
the journey. At CURT, we think every hitch should offer a vehicle-specific design, meaning
seamless integration and a reliable connection for your next adventure. To truly let you Bring It,
our custom receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite,
inside and out, and durable powder coat. Our hitches come in five classes, offering a range of
weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. We use actual vehicles and cutting-edge software to
develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit your unique make and
model. A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding ensures production
efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each hitch. For maximum
protection, our hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite
undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Our custom-fit trailer
hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for safety and
performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications. Camping trips with
family and friends build memories that last a lifetime. CURT offers the equipment needed to tow
everything from teardrop trailers and popup campers to full-length travel trailers. Add even
more adventure by utilizing the receiver tube of your hitch for a CURT hitch-mounted bike rack
or cargo carrier. Do you find the bubbling sound of a boat motor therapeutic? Do you love
lounging on the water with a fishing rod in one hand and a cold drink in the other? No matter
where your next aquatic adventure lies, we offer the weight capacity to tow everything from a
simple fishing boat to a small yacht. And with our co-cured finish applied to each custom hitch,
moisture and rust will be the least of your worries. Is speed the adrenaline rush you need to get
through your week? Do you live on the edge and constantly push yourself to new limits? For
added safety and security on the road, we also offer a variety of cargo straps to keep your toys
locked down tight. Tough jobs require serious tools. From the farm to the construction site to
the industrial park, CURT class 5 hitches are designed and tested to keep up with the
hardworking lifestyle. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 18 hrs and 38 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from Amazon. If this is a gift, consider shipping to a different address. Ships from. Sold by. Add
a gift receipt for easy returns. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add
both to Cart Add both to List. One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show details.

Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers
buy after viewing this item? Reese Towpower Towing 2" Starter Kit. Compare with similar items.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Click here to
make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? User Manual
[PDF ]. Important information Legal Disclaimer The information provided is for general
informational purposes only. From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you
CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing
accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. CURT Trailer
Hitches We offer a custom fit for nearly every vehicle At CURT, we think every hitch should offer
a vehicle-specific design, meaning seamless integration and a reliable connection for your next
adventure. But our standards don't stop at vehicle-specific To truly let you Bring It, our custom
receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite, inside and
out, and durable powder coat. We make over 1, different hitch models Our hitches come in five
classes, offering a range of weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. Key features of CURT
hitches Vehicle-specific design for a custom fit every time Dual-layer rust, chip and UV-resistant
finish Weight capacities ranging from 2, to 20, lbs. Manufactured to let you enjoy your passion.
Expertly engineered We use actual vehicles and cutting-edge software to develop hitch designs
that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit your unique make and model. Precisely welded
A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding ensures production efficiency,
optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each hitch. Co-cured finish For maximum
protection, our hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite
undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Thoroughly tested Our
custom-fit trailer hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for
safety and performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications. Relax
on the water Do you find the bubbling sound of a boat motor therapeutic? Conquer new terrain
Is speed the adrenaline rush you need to get through your week? Master the job Tough jobs
require serious tools. Customers who bought this item also bought. Long, Black. See questions
and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. The receiver arrived
sticking out of the box. The bare metal was exposed past the primer and the paint. My Postal
Professional friend said it was not packaged correctly. I called Curt manufacturing and told
them about the inadequate shipping materials and the damage to the product. They said to use
"nail polish or any paint" to touch up the paint. That was a shock. I suggested industrial enamel
and he said, "Nail polish is what the engineers suggested. The only question is what shade of
red will look best on my new, scratched and dented hitch receiver. At nearly every corner and
angle there was exposed shiny metal. It appears that the receiver was either: 1. Was dragged all
over the warehouse floor on all sides before packaged 3. Attacked by tiny elves with hand held
grinders I wish I had time to take it back. I wish I had time to return all the products I purchased
from Curt Manufacturing. I just installed this myself on a honda pilot. Then I took one of the
bolts the hitch comes with and tried to thread it through. This is what they refer to as chasing.
The hitch bolts went thru easily in the tow hook oneS and the center ones next to the spare tire.
The exposed ones near the muffler were a pain and took a lot of scrubbing and lube to even get
the bolts beginning to thread. In the end i realized that the old tow hook bolts would work i used
those with the washers that came with the hitch. Next i used the tire jack to lift one side of the
hitch Up near to the bolt holes and a few bricks to hold it up in the middle. I had to lower the
spare by the way. I had to slightly pull down the muffler to slot the hitch into place on the
passenger side. Then i was able to bolt everything on. Used a very small drop of loctite on the
driver and passenger side bolts but that was personal preference. The video on the etrailer site
for this curt hitch for The honda pilot install was helpful. Hitch looks very well made with nice
welding. Subsequently bought a Bike rack, locking pin, rear light Harness and magnetic rear
lights. Installed in about 1 hour on a Acura MDX without using any jacks or stands. It was
extremely helpful to have a little help getting the first couple bolts in. My wife and sister in law
were easily able to hold either end up while I set a bolt in the middle and either side. I then put
the remaining 5 bolts in place myself. Be sure not to tighten any bolts until they are all started. I
did need to use a crowbar to lever everything in place for the last bolt on either side. The muffler
mounts were good for a couple scrapes knuckles, which would have been better if I had jacked
up the rear end. After removing the plastic hiding the spare tire, the remaining plastic is not

bolted to anything, so I was worried it would flop around and get damaged. I am in the middle of
a trip where I was driving mph for a few hours with three bikes in a rack inserted into the
receiver. I didn't hear anything flapping around, and do not see any damage. Images in this
review. All of my negative comments stand. But the rating was in the heat of the moment. After
watching some yootoob videos I saw that contrary to previous videos, all 3 rear bumper fascia
supports need to be removed not just the middle one. Also I was being much to careful with the
mufflers. If yours don't drop down enough to get the hitch in, and you have removed all 4 rubber
isolaters around the mufflers, push them down up to 1 foot from the bottom of the car, just
enough to get the hitch between the muffler hangar and the bumper fascia. Installation on other
vehicles, or even years of this vehicle if they have slightly different configurations may be much
easier. My review does not reflect the build quality of the unit, which is high. I thought the center
bracket would be important in comparison to the Hidden Hitch brand that doesn't have it. After
seeing the vehicle center mount point, I don't think the vehicle can carry any significant weight
at that point anyway, and the bracket Curt put on at that point just makes the hitch even more
awkward to jigsaw into position. The Curt center bracket is so ridiculously overbuilt it could
probably support a 50 ton load. This review is about the totally inaccurate Curt installation
estimates at least for this vehicle of Pro 30 min and DIY 60 min, the installation instructions
from Curt that are incomplete, the lack of customer support staffing from Curt on the weekends
when most people have time to install their products, and the installation videos created by a
certain other partner retailer that show only the easy steps, and does a cut-away not showing
the most difficult and seemingly impossible step of lifting the unit into place if their other steps
are strictly followed. This hitch could have been built differently like my Pathfinder hitch in 3
bolt together pieces that would make this dead simple to install. Instead the only way to install it
seems to be to either remove the entire plastic rear bumper cover, or to cut off and re-weld on
the rear muffler hangars. Installation is simple until you get to the most critical part, where you
lift the hitch into position. On this vehicle at least, there is no way to get the hitch between the 2
rear exhaust muffler hangers and the 2 outboard brackets that support the bumper fascia. I'm
going to see how hard it is to remove the plastic bumper fascia and brackets, but if it gets out of
hand, I'm just going to return it. I am afraid trying to wrestle it into place around the loose
mufflers, I may have bent my exhaust system. There is no other support going all the way up to
the engine. I was supporting the pipes before the mufflers with bricks, but with all the bouncing
and wrestling they weren't really doing anything. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. The hitch is good , but on the instructions on Amazon were not detailed and for the to
model of MDX you had to drop the mufflers and the spare tire to bolt on the hitch, something I
was not expecting to do in order to "bolt on" the hitch - at least there were no holes to be
drilled. Report abuse. Easy install, bolts and washers included. Easy to install. Good job Pages
with related products. See and discover other items: honda pilot trailer hitch , honda pilot hitch ,
ramps for trucks , trailer hitch bike rack , trailer ramp , trailer tow. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
High-gloss black. Carbide black. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Install a trailer hitch on your car,
truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your hitch system is only as strong as
its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating, compare ratings of your hitch,
hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system rating is the lowest rating among
those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be found on a label on the
hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the
shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the
shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to upgrade? Not sure what you need?
Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch system installation or free towing
inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the condition of your Tow Vehicle.
The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this alert. If you are planning to tow a
trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the condition of your tow vehicle. Towing
a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles, depending upon their condition. We
guarantee replacement including labor costs of the hitch for any reason, with no limitation for
any damage, including collision, corrosion, accidental overload, jackknifing and theft of vehicle.

Protect your purchase. We guarantee repair or replacement including parts and labor of the
covered wiring. Including: collision, corrosion, accidental handling or damage â€” even if your
dog chews it off! The part you've selected requires no professional installation. Have questions
or need help? Chat live with a moving expert. Thank you for chatting with us today! We are
always looking to improve our service. Your opinions and feedback are very important to us!
Please help us with a review of your recent experience. The following survey should take you no
longer than 60 seconds to complete. In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order
instead of shipping it to your home, you may see additional savings as some products will be
priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes, We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer
Hitches Ins
mega 450 wiring diagram
2012 honda odyssey fog lights
omega power steering
tall a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Year
Choose Make Choose Model Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard
Top Soft Top. Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system rating Your hitch
system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow
weight rating can usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find
your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating
The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that
goes into your receiver. We've got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install
at a U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Ball mount.
Hitch ball. Pin and clip. Wiring service plan Protect your purchase. Ship to my door. Pick up
nearby. Add to Cart. Account Sign In. Rate Experience.

